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A new method for identifying the dispersion relation in elastic and viscoelastic rods is 
presented. It relies on the multiple resonance of a strain measurement. The wave velocity is 
related to the resonance position whereas the damping is related to the resonance bandwidth. 
Applied to an aluminum bar, the method provides wave dispersion for frequencies up to 60 
kHz. 

1 Introduction 

Wave dispersion in rods is due to geometric and (or) viscoelastic reasons. When the 
cross-section is circular the dispersion relation is governed by the Pochhammer
Chree equation4'5'12, which was extended to viscoelastic rods by Zhao & Gary 15• In 
the Split Hopkinson bar apparatus (SHB), experimental results are improved when 

wave dispersion is taken into account3•6-8• Wave dispersion in rods is also used to 
investigate the viscoelastic properties of materials2•11. 

Dispersion may be experimentally determined by comparing the wave Fourier 
components measured at two points on the rod1•2•9• Recently, Hillstrom & al.10 

developed a multi-point method using least squares. In the present paper, a one-point 

method is developed using a spectral analysis of the resonant frequencies of the rod. 

2 Theory 

We consider a finite rod oflength L (see Figure 1). e denotes the longitudinal strain. 

A perturbation is generated at the left end of the rod. The right end of the bar is kept 
free from stress. 

Henceforth, we assume that only the first longitudinal mode of propagation is 
excited5-7. In this case, the Fourier transform of the strain can be expressed by:

e(a,w)= A(w)e-•�<<»la +B(w)e1�<"'Ja, (I) 
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where 
�(co)= k(co )+ ia(co )= co/c(co )+ ia(co) , (2) 

� (w) is the complex wave number of the first mode of propagation and it takes 
account of geometric effects and (or) viscoelastic effects, c(co) is the phase velocity 
and a(co) the attenuation. 

The Fourier components of the strain at the left side (striker side, abscissa -L) of 
the bar are denoted by 8(co). Considering the boundary conditions, i.e. e(O,co) = 0
and e (- L, ro) = 8 (ro), it follows that: 

A(ro ) = -B(w ) = ·�(ro)�(m �•�(ro)L . (3) 
e - e  

Introducing (3) into (1) enables the strain to be expressed as a function o f  the 
complex wave number and of the boundary conditions at the left side of the rod 

- e-i�(m)a -e·�(ro)a sin(g (ro )a)e(a,ro)=8(ro) ·�(ro)L -•�(m)L =-6(ro) . (g( )L) (4) 
e -e sm OJ 

In a first step, wave attenuation is neglected �a(co � << 1). With low damping 
materials, this hypothesis is valid for most experimental applications. A correction 
must be made for high damping materials. 

Denoting by S(a,co) the strain spectrum, (4) and (5) yield:

1 ) I-( 'I 1-1 ii sin(k(co )a )
IS\a,OJ =e a,co-1= li \l01sin(k(co)L) · 

The spectrum denominator becomes zero for the frequencies wn such that 13•14: 

(5) 

k(wn )= nn IL, (6) 

where n is a relative integer. For each n, unless the angular frequency wn nullifies 
the numerator as well as the denominator, a resonance occurs. The corresponding 
resonant frequencies are associated with the local maxima of the spectrum, so they 
are easily assessed. Therefore, when 

O(coJ*O and 'ilpe!N,a/L*p/n, 
the wave velocity is given by : 

c(coJ=conL/nn . 

(7) 

(8)

Henceforth, we reconsider (4). The numerator and the denominator are developed as 
follows: 

sin(� (ro )x) == sin (k(ro )x )cos(ia(ro )x )+ cos(k(ro )x )sin (ia(ro )x). (9) 

We develop the sine and cosine to the second order of a(ro )x: 
ai 'ro )x2 cos(ia(ro)x)==l + \! +o(a2(co)x2) , (IOa) 

2 
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sin(ia(ro )x )= ia(c:o )x + o(a2 (m )x2) • 

Eqns. (5), (9) and (10) yield: 

s2 (a (L) )= �(m r a2 (m }12 +sin 2 (k(m )l)
' 

a 2 (m )L 2 + sin 2 (k(w )L) 

(tob) 

( 11) 

We assume that m is close to a resonance valuem •. The attenuation is considered to 
be constant in this vicinity: a(m)=a. =a(m.). The sine is developed in the vicinity 
of ro.: 

where 

sin(k(ro )x )= sin(k(ro. )x )+ xµ. cos(k(c:o. )xXro -m.) 
- + x2.� .• sin(k(m. )x Xm -ro.)2 + o((ro -m. )2) ' 

µ• = �ro=ro. and A. = �� Lm .. 

(12) 

Let &n. be half the bandwidth at the half-height. A development to the second order, 
with respect to &J. , yields a simple expression for the wave damping coefficient: 

a: = a2 (ro.)= µ:&v: . (13) 
Since the waves attenuate as they advance, damping is negative13•14 : 

(14) 

3 Experimental validation 

3.1 Experimental set-up 

A 3.019-m-long and 40-mm-diameter aluminium bar was considered. One strain 
gauge was cemented at x = -1.567 m. Six tests were carried out. Three tests were 
carried out using a I 5-cm-long aluminium striker having the same section as the bar 
and the other three tests were carried out using a 120-cm-long aluminium striker 
having also the same section as the bar. The striker velocity was about I 6m/s. The 
measured strain in test I and its spectrum are shown in Figure 2. Signals were 
sampled with a frequency f, = 500kHz. Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) were 
performed using 106 -point long signals. 

x 0 
......................................................................................................................... � ....................................................................... j-.. -........ ..

Figure 1. Simplified sketch of the experimental set-up. 
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3.2 Experimental results 

For each test, the spectrum of the strain was computed using theFFT. Firstly, we 
determined the local maxima, which correspond to the resonant frequencies. 
Considering (6), the wave celerity is therefore assessed. Results of the five tests are 
superimposed in Fig.2. The observed sensitivity to the noise of the measurements is 
very small. The wave number was interpolated over the interval 0-60kHz as a 
polynomial function. Secondly, we determined the bandwidth of the resonance at the 
half-height of the peak. Knowing the derivative of the wave number with respect to 
the angular frequency, which was easily determined from the wave celerity, 
attenuation was calculated using (14). The values were also interpolated over the 
same interval as a polynomial function. Results for damping obtained from the five 
tests show a stronger sensitivity to noise than those obtained for wave celerity : they 
are more scattered. 

4500'-���-'--���-'-���....L--���-'--���--'-���-'--
o 10 20 ·30 40 50 60 

frequence (kHz) 

Figure 2. Longitudinal wave celerity 
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Figure 3. Longitudinal wave damping 

3. 3 Method precision

In this section, the quality of the dispersion relation determined in the above section 
is evaluated. The first incident wave of the measured strain (the first 0.06 ms, see
Fig. 4) was extracted from the complete signal. The strain, after N round-trip in the
bar, was then reconstructed, by transportation of the first incident wave, using the 
following equation : 

First incident wave First incident wave 
� N-1 � N-1 e(N)(x,ro ) = e-pl (x,ro) ·�:,e-2i�(w)kl _ e}1l (x, ro) �:e-2i�(w)((k+l)l+x) 

k=O k=O 
Incident wave after N round-trips Re fleeted wave after N round-trips 

This equation is easily derived by developing the fraction in (4). The measured and 
the rebuilt strains are then synchronised. The ascendant and descendant fronts start at 
the same time. The tail oscillations also appear as synchronised (Fig. 5). The phase 
difference between the two signals is very small. The wave celerity is therefore of a 
high accuracy. Damping is less accurate. The amplitude of the reconstructed strain is 
slightly greater than the amplitude of the measured one. However, the results are still 
satisfactory. The maximum relative error is less than 3.3% after the five wave round
trip in the bar (i.e. after 30 m shifting). This approach is then sufficient for classical 
SHPB applications where waves are shifted less than a length of the bar. 
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Figure 4. Method accuracy 
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A new method was presented to measure experimentally the longitudinal wave 
dispersion relation in finite elastic and viscoelastic rods. It is based on the spectral 
analysis of the measured strain at one point of the bar. We checked the validity of the 
method on an aluminium bar. The damping coefficient is slightly sensitive to noise, 
much more than the wave number. However, the method shows a high accuracy 
when waves are shifted by less than 30tn. 
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